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SUMMARY — Wilson's disease in an autosomal recessive disorder of copper metabolism 
where systemic manifestations are secondary to thei accumulation of copper in hepatic, ner
vous and other tissues. In CNS, the structural lesions most commonly found by CT scan are 
ventricular dilatation, cortical atrophy, basal ganglia hyperdensities, and brainstem and ce
rebellar atrophy. Degenerative changes of cerebral white matter seen on early anatomo-pa¬ 
thologic studies, but were almost never found on CT scan from recently described patients. 
We report a case of Wilson's disease with an unusually rapid deterioration where asymmetric 
low-densities in the subcortical white matter were disclosed by CT scan. 

Hipodensidade tomográfica em substância branca na doença de Wilson. 

RESUMO — A doença de Wilson é desordem autossômica recessiva do metabolismo do cobre, 
cujas manifestações sistêmicas são secundárias ao acúmulo de cobre nos tecidos, especial
mente no fígado e no SNC. Neste, as lesões estruturais mais comumente encontradas pela 
TC são: dilatação ventricular, atrofia cortical, hiperdensidades dos núcleos da base e atrofia 
cerebelar e de tronco cerebral. Lesões degenerativas da substância, branca cerebral foram 
relatadas em estudos anátomo-patológicos realizados até os anos 60, mas quase nunca foram 
documentadas por TC em pacientes mais recentes. Neste artigo é descrito o caso de paciente 
com doença de Wilson, de rápida deterioração, no qual a TC mostrou hipodensidades assi
métricas na substância branca subcortical. 
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métricas na substância branca subcortical. 

Wilson's disease ( W D ) , or hepatolenticular, degeneration^ is an autosomal 
recessive disorder of copper metabolism, where the biliary excretion and hepatic 
incorporation of this metal into ceruloplasmin are both severely impaired. Although 
it was described as a clinical entity by Wilson in 1912, the basic lesion underlying 
these two disturbances is not yet known. Systemic manifestations are secondary to 
the accumulation of copper in the organism: defective biliary excretion leads to liver 
deposits with hepatic damage and subsequent overflow to the brain (causing some 
extrapyramidal syndromes), to the cornea (causing Kayser-Fleischer rings), and to 
the kidneys (causing renal tubular damage and osteoporosis) 4. An effective treatment 
was proposed in 1956, based on the long-life use of D-penicilamine. WD has been 
recently mapped to the long arm of chromosome 13(ql4.1) , and it seems that a tight 
linkage exists between the WD locus and the esterase D locus. Restriction fragment 
length polymorfism analysis could distinguish carriers from affected patients 5. This 
will allow the performance of preclinical diagnosis, and the earlier start of the therapy. 
Patients with WD show a variety of signs and symptoms, but the hepatic and the 
neurologic forms are predominant 3,4,10. Liver disease can appear beyond 6 years, 
but the mean age of onset is 9.4 years 4,io. The neurologic form usually starts later: 
the mean age of onset is 15 years 10. Tremor, dysarthria and incoordination are the 
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most frequent neurologic signs 1.4. Some authors think that tremor plus dysarthria 
and rigidity plus disorders of posture are two separate syndromes with different 
prognosis on treated cases 3. However, the former signs are often followed by the 
others, and a pseudobulbar palsy may develop at any time and is the cause of death 
in many untreated cases. On the psychiatric side, depression and personality changes 
seem to be common as first symptoms, but deterioration of intellectual functions usually 
comes later is. The classic diagnostic features are the Kayser-Fleischer rings, low 
plasma ceruloplasmin, increased plasma nonceruloplasmin copper and increased urinary 
copper excretion. They are found in all patients with neurologic manifestations, but 
in only 70 to 90 percent of those with only liver manifestations. In these cases, 
hepatic biopsy with copper content determination is useful, but the most definitive test 
is the incorporation of 6 4 C u or 6 7 C u into ceruloplasmin 2,4. 

Regarding the CNS, the structural lesions most commonly found by CT scan 
are ventricular dilatation, cortical atrophy, basal ganglia hyperdensity, brainstem 
atrophy and posterior fossa atrophy 13,15. Degenerative changes of cerebral white 
matter were described on early anatomo-pathologic reports n. Similar findings on 
CT scan of living patients, on recent years, seem to be very rare. We describe here 
a case of WD with rapid neurologic progression where the CT scan disclosed asym
metric low-densities in the subcortical white matter. 

CASE REPORT 

SARG is a black male whose first symptoms were clumsiness, dysarthria, tremor of 
extremities and difficulty on) walking at the age of 15 years. He was first examined one year 
after the onset, and there were Kayser-Fleischer rings in both corneas, diffuse paratonia, an 
apparent dyspraxia on walking and biliateral aquileus clonus. His speech was jerky and 
slurred, and he manifested a continuous and fatuous grin and cheerful disposition. He recog
nized people and was time and space oriented. The plasma ceruloplasmin level was 2 mg/dL 
(normal: 200 to 400), the serum copper wias 69 ^g/dL (normal: 70 to 140) and the 24h-urinary 
copper was 68.64 ^gj (normal: 0 to 40). A CT scan showed ventricular dilatation and hypo-
densities in the subcortical white matter of the left frontal lobe. D-penicilamine therapy was 
started but the patient failed to return to follow-up. Twelve months later, during which the 
family abandoned the treatment, he came back to our hospital. At the age of 17 years, he 
had become bedridden. He had difficulty in swallowing and his speech was unintelligible. 
He developed a pyramidal syndrome on right members and on the left side cogwheel rigidity 
was evident. Partial motor seizures on left extremities have appeared, corresponding to a 
focus on right temporo-frontal areas on EEG. 

Another CT scan was done, that showed further structural deterioration (Fig. 1). The 
ventricular system and cisterns were more enlarged, and thalami were shrunken. The low 
densities on superior aspects of left frontal lobe became more evident. We restarted therapy 
with D-penicilamine, lg/day, but no improvement was noticed until now. 

COMMENTS 

The most conspicuous pathologic change in WD is atrophy of the lenticular 
nucleus 8 '^. The putamen and caudate can appear with severe degeneration and cavi
tation; at other times, they are soft and shrunken. There are further minor lesions 
in brainstem, in cerebral cortex and in cerebellum. 

Destruction of the white matter of the cerebral hemispheres has been described 
on early anatomo-pathologic reports n.13. The more recent papers about CT scan 
on WD have mentioned lesions in basal ganglia, cerebellum and capsular regions 
associated with ventricular dilatation 6,7,9,12,15. The degenerative changes of white 
matter seen on pathological specimens were almost never seen on CT grounds, perhaps 
because nowadays the treated patients have not the same relentless course as the 
untreated ones. These white matter changes showed a predilection for the superior 
portions of the hemispheres, involving to the great extent the first and second frontal 
gyri 11. We think our patient has a CT picture consistent with Schulman and Barbeau 
report, except by the asymmetry of involvement presented here. 

We were able to find only one case report showing low density areas in the 
subcortical white matter on CT scan, although it seems that at least one else ex i s t s 1 4 . 



This rarity could change with the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) . Starosta-
Rubinstein et a l . 1 3 found white matter lesions with some frequency on WD using 
MRI, but did not correlate these findings with neurologic status. Schulman and 
Barbeau thought that the cause for these unusual aspects was prolonged duration 
of the disease. We are tempted, however, to correlate our finding with the severity 
and unusually rapid downhill progression presented by our patient. 
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